Calculations were performed with the CTH and HULL finite difference wavecodes to evaluate computational capabilities for predicting depth and diameter of target cavities produced in high velocity penetration events. The calculations simulated selected tests in a set of armor penetration experiments conducted by the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory and reported earlier in the literature. The tests and simulations involved penetration of semi-infinite targets by long rod projectiles over a range of impact velocities from 1.3 to 4.5 km/sec. Comparisons are made between the calculated and measured dimensions of the target cavities, and the sensitivity of the predicted results to target property variations is investigated.
Introduction
In analyses of high-velocity penetration problems, prediction of penetration depth has traditionally been the subject of most interest. A number of recent application;:; of penetrator technology, however, have focused attention on the accuracy of analytical techniques for predicting the diameter, as well as the depth , of the target cavity. Although little information is available on time-dependent , radial growth of the target cavity in penetration events , data on final cavity dimensions are available for checking the analytical results . Favorable comparison between measured and calculated final cavity diameter gives some measure of confidence in our ability to predict hole growth dynamics during these events.
This report discusses calculations done with the CTH [1] and HULL [2] finite difference wavecodes to predict cavity depth and diameter in high-velocity penetration events. The calculations simulated selected tests from a series of armor penetration experiments conducted earlier by Silsby [3 ] of the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, and comparisons are shown between the calculated and measured final cavity dimensions.
The computer codes and models used for the calculations are described in Section 2, while Section 3 presents the calculational results and shows comparisons with the data. A discussion of the results and the conclusions of the study are presented in Section 4. The appendices list input decks and provide information on code versions / modifications used for the calculations. Information is also provided on file storage for the calculational results on the SNLA central computing system.
Description of Problem
The calculations described here model penetration of semi-infinite steel target blocks by tungsten alloy, long rod projectiles, where the impact velocity ranged from 1.3 to 4.5 km/ sec. The projectiles had a length-to-diameter ratio (L /D) of 23 and were of two different scales , corresponding to masses of 50 and 100gm. Table 1 lists the entire set of test conditions as reported in Reference [3 ] . The present study simulated selected tests from this set, as discussed in Section 4, below.
Material properties for the projectiles were chosen to model the Kennametal tungsten alloy, W 10 [4], while material properties appropriate for thick plates of rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) were used for the steel target blocks. The majority of the calculations were done with a baseline set of "best-estimate" properties for the penetrator and target materials; however , additional calculations were done to investigate the effect of material property variations on the predicted results . The material properties used in the calculations can be found in the CTH and HULL input listings in the appendices to this report and are discussed further in Section 4, below. The eTR code [1] was developed to model a wide range of solid dynamics problems involving shock wave propagation and material motion in one, two or three dimensions. The finite-difference analogs of the Lagrangian equations of momentum and energy conservation are employed with continuous rezoning to construct Eulerian differencing. eTH has equation-of-state models suitable for most conditions encountered in shock physics. Models are also included for treating material strength and fracture and for treating distended (por6us) materials and high explosives.
CTH Computational Model
The eTR calculations were done using two-dimensional, axisymmetric coordinates, with the target modeled as a semi-infinite body, i.e., infinite in depth and lateral extent. The zoning used in the baseline eTH calculations employed non-square cells . in the penetrator /target interaction region, primarily because of the large L/D of the rod. In the radial direction, the mesh started at the symmetry axis and used 50 cells of width a .Icm, followed by an additional 10 cells of uniformly increasing size (at a 2.5% rate) to an outer radius of '" 10cm. In the axial direction, the initial mesh included 250 cells of length 0.2cm, which covered the penetrator and extended 20cm into the target. An additional 50 cells of uniformly increasing size (at a 5% rate) were used to model the target to a depth of ",70cm. For the two projectile sizes considered here, this zoning provided 2-4 cells across the radius of the rods and 60-80 cells along their length. Transmitting boundary conditions were used at the outer radial and axial edges of the mesh.
An additional, more finely-zoned calculation was done to investigate zoning sensitivity. For this case, the size of the cells in the central "subgrid" was reduced by a factor of two in each direction. This resulted in a subgrid of l00x500 cells, with the cell size being 0.05cm in the radial direction and 0.10cm in the axial direction. As before, additional cells of uniformly increasing size were used in both directions to model outer regions of the target .
. The iron and tungsten equations-of-state available in the ANEOS [5] library were used for the projectile and target materials, respectively. The input deck for a typical 4 CTH baseline calculation is listed in Appendix A. Material property constants are included in the input listing found in the appendix and are discussed in more detail in. Section 4, below.
HULL Calculations

HULL Code Features
The HULL code system [2] consists of a set of computer programs for generating and so lving continuum dynamics problems , plus assorted peripheral programs to process and display the results of the calculations. As currently configured, HULL solves twoand three-dimensional Eulerian and Lagrangian problems, and provides various means for linking the two types of so lu tions . Virtually all material property data are read from an extensive material library file, MATLIB, which specifies the equation-of-state and streTlgth formulation for the material , as well as default values for the material properties. Most of the solids in HULL (including those relevant to the present problem) utilize the Mie-Gruneisen equation-of-state in the code.
HULL Computational Model
The HULL calculations were done in the Eulerian mode, using two-dimensional axisymmetric coordinates. In all but one of the HULL calculations, the target was treated as semi-infinite. The computational mesh for the basel£ne HULL calculations employed a constant subgrid of 10x500 nons quare cells. In the radial direction, the mesh started at the symmetry axis and used 10 cells of width 0.05cm, followed by 190 additional cells of uniformly increasing size (at 5% rate). In the axial direction, the mesh used 500 cells of length 0.1cm, extending 16cm into the air (i .e., just beyond the back end of the penetrator at the time of impact) and 34cm into the target. An additional 50 cells of uniformly increasing size (at a 10% rate) were used in the target to a depth of '" 160cm. For the two projectile sizes considered here, this zoning provided 5-8 cells across the radius of the rods and 100-160 cells along their length.
(Note that the baseline HULL model is essentially equivalent to the CTH fine-zone model. The primary reason that the baseline zonings for the two codes, chosen to yield similar computational accuracy, differ by a factor of two is the availability of an advanced, second order convection scheme [6] in CTH.)
The RHA target was modeled in the baseline calculations using the "ssteel" material properties from the HULL material library, MATLIB, with material strength constants modified to be consistent with the material properties listed in Table 1 . Likewise, to treat the alloy used for the projectiles in the tests simulated here, the default MATLIB constants for tungsten were modified to correspond to the values in Table 1 . These "best-estimate" material property constants for the HULL baseline calculations are included in the input listing provided in the Appendix and are discussed in more detail in Section 4. All of the baseline calculations used these same material properties.
Description of Results
In the comparisons below, the hole diameter is normalized by the effective penetrator diameter (DE)' and the hole depth is normalized by the penetrator length. In the penetration tests [3] ' the projectiles were threaded over much of their length, and DE was defined to be the diameter of a uniform cylinder having the same length and total volume as the actual, threaded, hemispherically-nosed penetrator. For the calculations, the projectiles were assumed to be straight-sided rods of diameter DE.
Following the penetration tests, the target blocks were sectioned along the length of the cavity channel, and the cavity diameter, as reported in [3], was measured "a short distance below the surface [7] ". Figure 1 , from [8] , shows the cavity profile for one of the 4.4 km / sec impact tests. In general, the cavity wall was found to be relatively rough, and a narrowing of the channel was observed in many of the tests at the struck surface. These features were also observed in the calculational results discussed below. The cavity dimensions in all the calculations were determined from material interface contours produced by the graphics program. The interface lines represent material volume fraction contours separating computational cell regions that are less than half full of target material from regions that are more than half full of target material. Table 2 lists the baseline eTR calculations that were performed in this study and compares the calculated results for cavity diameter and depth with the test data. As indicated, two penetrator scales (50gm and lOOgm) were modeled, and four calculations were done for each scale to span the velocity range of interest.
CTH Results
Baseline Calculations
Figures 2-5 show cavity profiles at an early time and a late time in the event for each of the lOOgm rod calculations. Plots comparing the measured and calculated results for cavity diameter and depth are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It should be noted that the predicted cavity shape is not perfectly cylindrical, but has "bulges" along its length. Thus, a range of values is reported in Table 2 and shown in Figure  6 for the calculated cavity diameter, corresponding to the maximum and minimum diameter along the penetration path. It should also be noted that, as was observed in the test program, the lowest velocity event shows the rod being decelerated to a stop, with a length of uneroded penetrator material remaining in the target. In the majority of the calculations,however, the entire rod is consumed, as was observed in the tests.
Zoning Study
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, one calculation (viz., a lOOgm rod with an impact velocity of 4.4km/s) was rerun with the zoning resolution increased by a factor of two to evaluate sensitivity of the calculated results to zoning. Figure 8 compares the cavity shape for the two calculations. The maximum cavity diameter is slightly larger (viz. , 3.62 vs 3.46cm) and slightly deeper (viz., 24.6 vs 24.4cm) for the more finely-zoned calculation than for the baseline case . Thus, increasing the resolution by a factor of two has less than a 5% effect on the calculated results. From this we would conclude that the baseline zoning (as described in Section 2.1.2) is entirely adequate.
RHA Yield Strength Study
Reference [9] indicates that an appropriate value of yield strength for ' steels of the hardness levels indicated in Table 1 , i.e., BRN 230-270, is in the range of 7.5-9 .0kbars. For the baseline CTH calculations , we chose a value of 7.5kbar for the yield strength of the target material, while the fracture strength was set to 20kbar. To assess the effect of material strength on the calculations, sensitivity studies were performed in which the yield strength was varied from 5 to 15kbar. The case of a 100gm rod with an impact velocity of 4.4km/s was modeled for those calculations. The results for cavity diameter and depth are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. While the predicted cavity depth appears to be relatively insensitive to these changes in the target strength , the predicted cavity diameter shows a very strong dependence on the strength properties assumed for the target. Figure 11 shows the effect on the predicted cavity geometry of doubling the target yield strength from 7.5 to 15kbar. Table 3 lists the baseline HULL calculations and compares the predicted cavity diameter and depth with the test data. The calculational set included only events involving the larger scale (i.e., 100gm) penetrators, and corresponded to the same impact conditions for that penetrator size as were simulated with CTH.
HULL Results
.1 Baseline Calculations
Figures 12-15 show cavity profiles for the HULL calculations, and plots comparing predicted and measured values for cavity diameter and depth are shown in Figures 16  and 17 , respectively. Notice, again, that the predicted cavity shape has "bulges" along its length, and the range reported for cavity diameter corresponds to the maximum and minimum values along the penetration path. From Figure 12 it can be seen that, in the HULL calculations, as was observed in the CTH results and in the test program, a portion of uneroded penetrator remains in the bottom of the cavity in the lowest velocity event.
{Note that both CTH and HULL give similar results with baseline computational models whose cell size differs by a factor of two in code dimension. As a result, the total problem size differs by four and the total run times differ by eight. The improved 8 efficiency of CTH is primarily due to its advanced second order convection scheme as noted in Section 3.2 .2.)
Sensitivity Studies
The RHA target was modeled in the baseline calculations using the default "ssteel" material properties from the HULL material library, MATLIB, with the yield strength set to 7.5kbar to be consistent with Reference [9]' as noted in Section 4.1.3, above. In order to evaluate the influence of material strength on the cavity predictions, a few additional calculations were done using a ISkbar yield strength, typical of harder, thin plates of RHA. A calculation was also done in which the "rupture strain" was reduced from 30% to IS %, to assess the effect of the material failure modeling on the predicted results.
The qualitative behavior seen in the test data is correctly reproduced by the HULL calculations, as noted above, and the quantitative agreement was found to be much better when the lower yield strength (7.Skbar) was used for the target than when the higher (ISkbar) yield strength was used. Figure 18 shows the effect on cavity geometry of increasing the target yield strength from 7.S to ISkbar, for the problem of a 100gm rod with an impact velocity of 4.4km j s. In the high strength calculations the hole diameters were significantly smaller than were measured in the tests, except at the lowest impact velocities, with the discrepancy increasing as the penetrator velocity was increased. Reducing the rupture strain, as indicated above, had no significant effect on the predicted cavity dimensions.
Discussion and Conclusions
The comparisons shown in this study between calculational results and experimental values for cavity dimensions in high velocity penetration events are quite encouraging . . Depth of penetration was predicted within a few percent of the test results in all cases, while cavity diameter predictions were seen to bein good qualitative agreement (within ,...,.25%) with the test data. Furthermore the trend in cavity depth and diameter with . increasing projectile velocity was predicted well.
It is interesting to note how much more accurately the codes are. able to predict the cavity depth than its diameter. This is likely due to the fact that our material models are less accurate in the low stress regime where material strength effects are important. Much of the radial growth of the cavity occurs at late-time in the event, when stresses would be in this strength-dominated regime, where the material modeling is less accurate. On the other hand, during penetration, pressures ahead of the projectile are well above the shear strength of either of the materials, and the codes are better able to model the penetration and erosion processes in that regime.
It should be noted, however, that the penetration process is not strictly hydrodynamic. In particular, the cavity depth is strongly dependent on the projectile impact velocity, which is contrary to a hydrodynamic theory of penetration.
Finally, since much of the radial cavity growth occurs in the low stress regime, when strength effects are important, it is not surprising that the calculated cavity diameter was quite sensitive to the material strength assumed for the target. The results emphasize, however, that if cavity diameter is an important issue in a calculational study of ordnance velocity penetration, it is imperative to use realistic models and appropriate material properties for the target shear strength. SHOT 5836 
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A.2 CTH Code Version
Most of the calculations were done with version 1.01.b <03 / 24 / 88>, without any additional code updates ; one calculation was done with version 1.03.e < 05 / 06 / 88> (with fracture specified on maximum principal stress rather than pressure).
A.3 CTHOutput Files
A number of CTH calculations were done for this armor penetration study. The results of any given calculation are ASCII output files for the CTHGEN and CTH runs (which echo the input streams), and binary restart and plot files. All such files for the CTH armor penetration study are in the IFS directory / e00021674/cth2-armor.
Beside the files for the basecase calculations, this IFS node contains a number of subdirectories. Several input control decks can be found in the subdirectory /inputfiles. The other subdirectories contain the results for the following sensitivity studies:
A: /strength-study (varying the target yield strength), and B: / finer-nodes (halving the cell size used).
The particular test being simulated in a given run is specified by the hyphenated tag end on the file name (e.g., rscth-vkg5837). energy at end of vapor -O.8680e+11 initial yield strength -1.5000e+10 maximum yield strength -1.5000e+10 strain at maximum yield -3.0000e-01 thermal softening coeff yf1 -9.0000e-01 thermal softening coeff ef1 -5.0000e-01 thermal softening coeff yf2 -9.0000e-01 thermal softening coeff ef2 -5.0000e-01 principal stress at failure -O.4200e+11 principal strain at failure -O.1750e+01 number of (p/y,ep) points -7 ply _ ep -1.5000e+OO
5.0000e-02 -1.3000e+OO
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